
Minutes, Suncreek HOA work session on current projects, 4/8/2021 

Called to order on Zoom at 4:00pm, John, Rochelle, Tom and Travis Mills of Summit Fire Security 
present.  

Fire Suppression items: Riser rebuild will require water shutoff for entire block (SC shutoff valve is lost) 
for two hours or so.  We have asked Summit to install a Cut Off valve prior to the backflow unit to 
enable Sun Creek Fire Water to be shut off without requiring the City to shut off the entire street.  

Park City Water will coordinate with Summit.   Fire watch begins at that time and will continue about 2 
weeks. PMA is finding the Firewatch personnel and schedule. Alerts to owners, tenants, insurance, fire 
dept. that fire system is off, and watch is in progress will be made. 

Discussed various unit-specific pipe run issues and scheduling and sequence issues. Solutions have been 
found. Park City is still doing water flow test which is necessary before final system engineering calcs. 
Fire Marshall approval should be soon after calcs are finished and work can then begin starting with the 
riser. With the riser work, garage-level piping work will commence and at that time, all vehicles will have 
to be out of the garage for a 2–3-week period. Owners will be notified. Mid-May is the current ballpark 
estimate.   

Step saver salt service has been notified by PMA to move the brine tank and fill valve to accommodate 
new riser configuration. Clint has done the necessary wall movement. 

Garage Enclosure:  Rochelle and John will go to the City Building dept Friday to determine who must pull 
the garage enclosure permit. 

Installation work on the Air Exchange Unit could begin at any moment pending delivery of equipment.  

Misc: Managing the snowmelt system has revealed some conflicts between snowmelt and hot tub 
operations regarding chemical storage, venting, sensors, and boiler operations. Before the next 
snowmelt season, some minor work by the hot tub maintenance company and snowmelt company will 
have to be done. 

 Adjourned at 5:40pm 

 


